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HAUGALAND KRAFT STARTS NEW DAB NETWORK   

2017-01-03     for immediate release 

The electrical power operator Haugland Kraft in the south west of Norway will start with DAB transmissions soon. 

Haugaland kraft will act as a network operator with its own transmitter network and will offer capacity in their DAB 

multiplexer to a number of local radio stations. Haugland kraft has ordered a complete DAB head-end system from Paneda 

including multiplexers, encoders, content management systems as well as management systems. The system will be 

realized in the Paneda server version, using VMware. Each broadcaster in the system will be offered their own web user 

interface enabling the content providers to manage the system independently.  

 

 

 

 

About Paneda DAB:  

The concept means that Paneda offers a system that is modular, and for entry levels with a few radio services also a low 

investment cost, still without any limitations in features. The system can be realized in a Paneda 1U hardware, containing 

up to 16 audio services, multiplexers, management and data content system in the very same 1U, furthermore the 

complete system can be installed in a server platform in the customers’ existing environment or provided as turnkey system 

using a complete system as a cloud based system without hardware.   
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About the Paneda Group:  

Paneda develops and sells DAB related equipment on an international market. Up to this date Paneda has delivered 120 tunnel systems 

with DAB break-in to Norway. Paneda also operates its own digital TV network in Norway having over 200 transmitter sites. Paneda 

expands its market shares on the international arena with its DAB Head-End range of components.  

PRESS RELEASE 

Lars-Peder Lundgren, Sales Manager at Paneda says:  

“We are aware that every new customers are unique, and I’m pleased to note that our system is designed in such way that it 

suits almost every need. Haugaland Kraft will operate their DAB multiplexer in their own infrastructure including transmissions, 

and our system suits very well for these kind of setups and where content providers can enjoy using a fully featured system with 

allocated web interfaces to handle their own services”  

Trond Notland, CTO at Haugaland Kraft:  

“After our evaluations its clear for us that Paneda has the most modern and flexible solution, and the system has shown to us 

that it’s possible to develop an complex system still easy to use, even for us beginners, furthermore we are confident that Paneda 

delivers great support”  
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